
11th Grade                            Elearning
Must do daily

activities
1) Read for 15 minutes (a book, articles on your phone, a text/snapchat conversation with a friend).
2) Complete 30 minutes of physical activity, journal it. ( Work out videos on You Tube or Google Classroom)

Complete one items from each column. Cross them off when you're done.
Phy Ed/ Health Math Science English Social Studies

Go outside and use
objects from
nature to make a
sculpture

Math Packet-Try to get
at least 2 sections done
per day

Digital Option: your assignment
is to research general science
experiments you can perform at
home, with supplies that are
available at your home.
What you need to do:
•        Perform two experiments.
•        Video record or take
pictures to document each
experiment and save them on a
device (phone, computer,
camera, etc.)
•        Make a slide show it reflect
on the experiment.

- Create a Penzu
journal for free on your phone
and create a journal entry with
at least 10 sentences
describing your room or a
room in your house, scene
outside your window, or a
movie you watched. Include a
photo or drawing.
https://penzu.com/journals

: Read a book,a
magazine, or newpaper article
of your choice for 20-30
minutes (or read to a sibling,
guardian) and then write a
reflection on what happened
in that section, who were the
characters, what was the
conflict, and what did you like
or dislike about the section?
Include date/page
numbers/title of book, and
author on your reflection
paper

: do 15 minutes of
reading for enjoyment. Based
on your reading, complete
one of the following: -I'm
surprised that... -I wonder...
-I'd like to know..

- DeAnna's
Google Voice #(218)
308-7550- During your normal
class time 11:00-11:55, text
your teacher and have a
discussion about some school
appropriate topic. Use
adjectives, adverbs, nouns,
and verbs to describe the
topic.

- Work
on a packet you have at
home. At least three pages.

 Pg 1: Top 10 Countries for
Refugees from packet (reading
maps).  Study the map and
answer the questions. Pg 2:
Color or shade the map to show
where most refugees came from
in 2015.  Pg 3: What is an
immigrant, what is a refugee?
Read the text, study the picture,
answer the questions.  Pg 4:
Immigrants to the US. Study the
table and answer the questions.
Pg 5: Design a map of the Cass
Lake area that would be helpful
for an immigrant. Think about
what they might need when
arriving with few possessions.
Include a legend.  Pg 6:  What is
a Megacity? Study the map and
answer the questions.  Pg 7:
Read the directions to complete
the map. Pg 8: Big Cities Big
Problems. Read the text, study
the picture, answer the
questions. Pg 9: Study the photo
of solar panels in China and
answer the questions.  Pg 10:
What do you predict the world
will look like in 50 years? Think
about the forests, farm land, and
oceans. Consider populations.
How will people and animals
adapt to any changes?  Draw
the world of the future and
summarize in text.

Choose One each day
 Penzu

READ

Read and Reflect Journal
Writing

Text your Teacher

ALC PACKET WORK


